A CHALLENGE TO
OUR RIGHT TO
SELF-GOVERNANCE
The next two years will be interesting ones for
members of Cornell’s Greek community. Under the
current administration’s efforts to facilitate what
Associate Dean of Students for Fraternity and
Sorority Affairs, Travis Apgar, calls a “culture
change,” the university handed down a list of
sweeping changes to the way the Greek system operates. The changes are said to affect fall rush,
spring rush, and new member education, but the
changes will dramatically alter Greek organizations’ relationship with the student body.
Under the category of fall rush, the university
has required that the Interfraternity Council—the
student-run governing body of Cornell men’s
Greek system—implement various changes over a
two-year timeline.
The most major revision is that freshmen and
transfer students will not be permitted to attend
fraternity parties at which alcohol is served. During
spring rush, the entirety of Rush Week in January
will be alcohol-free within the next two years. Additional changes, like “mandatory IFC-wide events
... to aid in values-based recruitment,” will also
occur. In addition, it is now a stated policy of the
university to make the GPA requirement for pledging more rigid.
In terms of new member education, changes
will include not allowing social events—such as
mixers with sororities—for a significant portion of
the spring semester, for the stated purpose of reducing “the emphasis on social events in new
member education.” New Greeks will also be required to attend a variety of IFC-run events that
will allow those new members to “learn about
their place in the larger scheme of Greek life.”
There has been widespread dissatisfaction from
the fraternities and general student body with these
recently imposed restrictions. While most understand the university’s liability when underage students are exposed to alcohol, many have raised the
point that the new rules entirely ignore the idea of
Greek organizations as social entities.
Many have also complained that the university
is going back on its stated policy of allowing a degree of self-governance for independent organizations like fraternities. The university effectively
handed the changes to the Greek community and
only allowed student input on the timeframe for
implementing those changes. Though some have
made claims that these new rules will be the end of
Greek life at the university, most realize that with
a student body that is 30 percent Greek, fraternity
and sorority members, trustees and alumni, can
make a difference by voicing their concerns.
No matter what the outcome, Greek leaders
understand that without cooperation, the new
rules could seriously damage the standing of the
fraternities at Cornell.
Xaipe,
Noah M. Chhibber ’11,
Vice President
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GOAT HOUSE RENOVATION UPDATE
This past spring, these pages carried the report of the Goat House being closed by the
City of Ithaca in response to advanced deterioration of the structure, along with an appeal
to “Save the Goat House!” This fall, these
same pages proudly carry better news—a plan
is place to begin the remediation of the major
issues identified by the city, starting at the end
of the spring 2011 semester.
Architect Jagat Sharma, who was already
studying the Goat House with his team when
the news came in from the city, has made his
report and developed a budget in consultation
with the directors of the Cornell Star & Crescent Foundation and the House Corporation.
We are now rapidly moving to the next
phase—creating the construction documents
to be released for bid. A generous bequest
from Robert J. Woods Jr. ’44 will partly fund
the project—though only through the urgent,
early subterranean improvements. We still
need the financial support and generosity from
every brother before we can continue to plan
and consult to repair and revive the interior.
The plans for next summer will include
work on the entrance and foundations, plus
improvements to the front of the chapter
house. The stone wall encircling our front
patio is slowly losing its almost 80-year battle
with the elements, and will be partially replaced with matching stones. As part of the
current planning, the Phi will be visited this
fall by historical renovation consultants to

examine the stones of the Goat House and
advise on the processes to best remove remains of graffiti and staining and preserve the
restored stones for the next 100 years. Regrading portions of the parking lot and front
patio entrance will provide an accessible entrance to our main floor.
If this update tilts toward the nuts and
bolts—or rather, bricks and mortar—it’s only
as a reminder that there is a significant amount
of foundational work—literally—to be completed. However, getting this foundational
work in place will scratch for several decades,
a major open item that impacts our historical
lodge and the very entrance drive to our Cornell home. Completing these steps will be
work well done and, of course, only serve to
expose the next “most urgent” project (of
which there are many), but will also mean we
are that much closer to having the compound
at 777 Stewart at the level of elegance and
functionality it richly deserves.
We thank our alumni—and active—brotherhood for their insights and financial support.
We have made it this far, and continuing
progress on the project is made possible
through your generosity. The officers and directors of the Cornell Star & Crescent Foundation are available to answer any questions
and absorb any advice from brothers young
and old. Again, we look forward to providing
more updates in the spring and, one year from
now, commemorating the end of the beginning
of this important effort.
We invite you to make your taxadvantaged contribution to help with the Goat
House stabilization project online, safely and
securely, at www.adphicornell.org/public4.asp.
Please contribute today. You can also mail a
tax-decuctible check, payable to Cornell Star
& Crescent Foundation, to P.O. Box 876,
Ithaca, NY 14581-0876.
Thank you for your efforts to help us save
the Goat House. Manus Multae Cor Unum!
Warm Regards and Xaipe,
George Doerre ’04, President
Cornell Star and Crescent Foundation

THOUGHTS ABOUT THE GOAT HOUSE
Dear Howie and George,
I appreciated your nice note with the information from Ray Tuttle. He was (and is)
one of the finest men I have known. He mentioned our escapade with the Goat House,
which I remember very well. My thought at
the time was to hurry with the job because it
was in such bad shape it might collapse. From
your letter I think it must be in even worse
shape today.
You have probably explored all of the

options, and I hope you have included the
possibility that it might be smart to bulldoze
the structure and start from scratch to build
a replacement. While that would destroy the
source of many memories, it could be the
source of many in the future.
Sincerely and Xaipe,
Edward T. “Ned” Turner ’48
108 E. Curry Dr.
Terre Haute, IN 47802

